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About This Game

The first chapter of the AFFECTED trilogy is now available on Steam for the HTC Vive.

AFFECTED has been commended as one of the best Virtual Reality experiences to date and thus far has over 200 million
YouTube hits and countless features worldwide. The most popular horror experience in VR is now available for Steam.

“AFFECTED: The Manor” has been completely reworked from the ground up for the latest generation of VR headsets. It is not
just a collection of routine jump scares, but a series of unfolding events and environments that have been specifically designed

to utilize the strengths of Virtual Reality.

With a choice of two routes and four alternate endings... can you make it through!

The length of The Manor is perfectly tailored to be a shared experience. No loading save points or getting friends to a “certain”
part of a game. Simply strap on the headset and enjoy watching your friends and family navigate “The Manor”.

AFFECTED: Where It Began

“AFFECTED” was released as a demo in the early days of VR for the Oculus Rift DK1. It was short, but the clever use of
suspense, audio and lighting made the experience one of the top rated and most played Oculus Rift demos to date.

“AFFECTED: The Manor” builds on this formula to deliver a VR experience that is designed to be as immersive as possible.
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We take control of everything!

During development, we found that by removing clumsy VR mechanics and obstructive gaming tropes, such as finding a key or
solving a puzzle to progress, the player is left to be completely immersed in our world. Keeping game mechanics to a minimum

also enables players with no gaming background to fully enjoy our experience, meaning anybody will be able to play
"AFFECTED: The Manor".

While many horror games were played during the development of “AFFECTED: The Manor”, the team also visited a number of
Live Action Horror Walk-throughs which we felt were nearer to the VR experience that we wanted to create. We learned

quickly that having no control over what was happening only heightened the player's anxiety and fear of what was to come next.

Audio and lighting also play a pivotal role in “The Manor”. We utilize specialized audio throughout and take control of all
lighting elements. So if we want the flashlight to pop off at the worst possible time, then it will. No extra batteries will save you

in our experience!

You won’t get lost in “The Manor” or have to spend time looking at level maps to navigate your way. If a door is open, then
that’s the way to go. Once again we feel that removing the frustrating element of finding keys to open doors really does immerse

players deeper into our experience.

Oh, and don’t worry, you can’t die in “The Manor”. Replaying parts of a level numerous times cannot only become frustrating,
but we found can also desensitize the player to the environment and overall experience.

All of the above has shaped “AFFECTED: The Manor” into what it is today; an immersive, easy to play experience that you will
want your friends to play as much as you want to play yourself.

FOR COMPLETE IMMERSION we recommend you play AFFECTED standing up wearing headphones in a dark
room!

WARNING: This experience uses Jump Scares! You have been warned!

Reviews and Comments:

“The original VR horror experience!” Oculus

“Affected: The Manor” is completely terrifying and will be an absolute blast for fans of thrills, chills, and trouser moistening fright
fests.” UploadVR

“The Manor is a purchase that will keep on giving as you demo it again and again to those wanting a taste of VR horror.” Road to
VR

Commercial Version: Specifically designed for arcades and theme parks.

Our commercial version has all the same features and frights as our consumer version, the only differences are a change to the
user menu so it is simpler to navigate when the app is accessed through an arcade library, plus a redesigned layout to enable a

quicker throughput and higher replay value, both of which we know are important for location-based VR.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: AFFECTED: The Manor
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Fallen Planet Studios
Publisher:
Fallen Planet Studios
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: i5

Memory: 2024 MB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970

Storage: 1200 MB available space

English
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One of the best horror experiences I have ever had in VR! I screamed like a little girl and so did my sister. I also didn't get any
motion sickness which is a first for me. It's a short experience but worth every cent, especially when you scare
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of your friends and family. Hopefully there will be more to come. Buy it
NOW!. An Easy, albeit creepy VR experience (only). I played for 30 minutes, and the game said, "YOU SURVIVED." If you
remember that this is just VR, it's not that scary with very few exceptions. You only use one controller (the right one). This
would be great for parties (a great laugh when you see your friends' reaction to the game). I will not tell you what the endings of
the game are. You'll have to figure them out yourself.
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